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       DESCRIPTION                                                                                                         

  EI445 - X2 Single Printer (For 2” Labels)                                 
  EI444 - X22 Dual Printer (For 2” Labels)                                   

                    

Stainless steel housing holds 1 or 2, 2" and a 3" printers, 
which allows for a broader range of label creation 
without having to retool the printer.

Key Information  
● Material: Kitchen Grade  
   304 Stainless Steel  
● Screen Size:  10” Touch  

 

● Dimensions:   
   12x9.5x10.25" 
● Warranty:  2 Years

DCG Lite System

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

       DESCRIPTION                                                                                                        

  EI1399 - 10” Tablet &  Printer (For 2” and 3” Labels)                

Key Information  
● Material: Plastic  
   and Silicone  
● Screen Size:  10” Touch  

 

 

● Dimensions:   
   Tablet: 10.5x7x0.75" 
   Printer: 6.5x6.375x8.5" 
● Warranty:  2 Years

Boost productivity and 
increase efficiency, comply 
with food safety standards 
and maximize your 
labeling potential.

This portable solution works perfectly for smaller spaces.
Its 10" tablet includes a protective silicone case. 
And its stand-alone printer easily 
handles 2" and 3" labels.

DateCodeGenie® Models

A family of solutions.
Chef's knife, paring knife, bread knife— each works best for a specific use.
The same principle applies to the DateCodeGenie® enterprise of solutions.
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The one solution 
for every label 

 

you need
DateCodeGenie  offers a diverse range of labels to streamline your food
labelling process. Choose from clear permanent labels for displaying product
information without obscuring visibility, eco-friendly compostable labels, 

 

or easily removable labels in various sizes and shapes, including convenient
colour coded day-of-the-week options.

Clear Permanent Labels 
Make your packaged food items stand out with our clear DateCodeGenie labels. These 
transparent labels not only give a premium appearance but also ensure that all essential 
details and branding are included. Plus, they offer a clear imprint and can be recycled, 
making them a sustainable choice for your products.

   DESCRIPTION  QTY  

  Please Contact LCE - 5x15cm (2x6") Rectangle                2x165
Please Contact LCE - 7.5cm (3”) Circle           2x500

Compostable Labels 
Can be composted, even when used with other compostable packaging. Made from 
high-quality materials, they are ideal for various applications, including takeaway and 
grab-and-go containers, catering supplies, and hospitality food service. Additionally, they 
come in recyclable packaging.

    DESCRIPTION   QTY

 Please Contact LCE - 5x10cm (2x4") Rectangle               2x250
Please Contact LCE - 5x15cm (2x6”) Rectangle                2x165 

 Please Contact LCE - 7.5cm (3”) Circle           2x500

Removable Labels 
A blank design with a semi-gloss finish and gentle removable adhesive. These sought-
after labels can be easily removed from containers before washing, leaving no residue 
behind.

   DESCRIPTION  QTY  

 Please Contact LCE - 5x2.5cm (2x1") Rectangle               2x1000 
Please Contact LCE - 5cm (2”) Circle                2x750 
Please Contact LCE - 5x5cm (2x2”) Square               2x750 

 Please Contact LCE - 5x10cm (2x4") Rectangle               2x250

Removable Colour Coded Labels 
These removable white labels have a semi-gloss finish and mild adhesive, ensuring they 
can be easily removed from containers before washing, leaving no trace behind. The 
colour coded days-of-the-week icons are ideal for keeping track of production and best 
before dates. 

    DESCRIPTION   QTY

 Please Contact LCE - 5x2.5cm (2x1") Rectangle                                         2x1000
Please Contact LCE - 5x5cm (2x2”) Square                                                   2x750

EI446 - 5x7.5cm (2x3") Rectangle

DateCodeGenie® Labels

2x500
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